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Abstract

In the past five years, teacher evaluation has become a preferred policy lever at the federal, state, and local levels. Revisions to teacher evaluation systems have made teachers individually accountable for student achievement to a greater extent than ever before. In this policy brief, we describe and analyze the components, processes, and consequences embedded in new teacher evaluation policies in all 50 states, the 25 largest school districts, and Washington DC. We contextualize these policies by grounding our analysis in prior research on teacher evaluation and examining key comparisons between state and district policies and between their treatment of teachers of tested and untested subjects and career and beginning teachers. We find notable differences in how states and the largest districts have structured evaluation policies for all teachers and, in particular, for early career teachers compared to their more veteran counterparts and for teachers in non-tested grades and subjects compared to those in tested grades/subjects. We conclude by discussing the implications of our findings for policy, research, and practice.
Introduction

In the last 5 years, teacher evaluation has become the primary approach for holding individual teachers accountable for their students’ performance. In addition to demonstrating teachers’ impact on student achievement (Goldhaber 2002; Rockoff 2004; Rivkin, Hanushek, and Kain 2005), a growing research base has revealed substantial within-school heterogeneity in teacher effectiveness (Rivkin, Hanushek, and Kain 2005; Aaronson, Barrow, and Sander 2007). Despite this, traditional teacher evaluation systems relying solely on principal observations of teacher practice did a poor job differentiating teacher effectiveness, with the vast majority of teachers rated “satisfactory” or above (Weisberg et al. 2009). However, new evaluation systems seek to rectify this problem, using student performance measures and standards-based observations to produce more rigorous assessments of teachers’ practice and hold teachers accountable for their students’ learning.

Evidence on the design of newly developed teacher evaluation systems, however, remains limited. In this policy brief, we present some of the first evidence on newly developed and implemented evaluation systems, addressing the following questions: (1) What are the components of newly developed evaluation systems? Do the components (and their associated weights) vary by locale and for teachers in tested and non-tested grades and subjects? (2) What is the frequency of observations and evaluation conferences? Does the process vary by locale and teacher tenure (e.g. beginning versus career teachers)? (3) What are the consequences of evaluation? Do the consequences vary by locale? Our findings reveal important differences in how evaluation is conducted across states and the largest school districts and for teachers by career status and for those in tested rather than non-tested grades and subjects.
Background on Teacher Evaluation

Recent policy scans suggest that most new teacher evaluation systems incorporate measures of student achievement and observations of classroom instruction to assess teacher performance (National Council on Teacher Quality 2013; Hallgren, James-Burdumy and Perez-Johnson 2014). The espoused goal of these new evaluation systems is to more closely tie the work of teachers to improvements in student learning (Darling-Hammond et al. 1983; Murphy, Hallinger and Heck 2013). There are two potentially competing approaches to satisfying the system’s fundamental goal of improvement in student outcomes: developing teachers’ instructional skills to improve student performance and evaluating teacher effectiveness for accountability purposes related to tenure, rewards, and dismissal. What is the evidence on whether the components, process and consequences of teacher evaluation have produced these outcomes?

Component Measures of Teacher Performance

Historically, there is little indication that the component measures used for teacher evaluation have consistently supported instructional improvement or personnel decisions. Generally, teacher evaluation has relied on administrators’ observations of teachers’ instruction using observational instruments that were not grounded in theory or research (Porter, Youngs, and Odden 2001). Moreover, evaluation instruments were not linked to student learning or achievement (Peterson 2004). Under traditional evaluation systems, student achievement played a limited role in teachers’ evaluations, with little evidence that teacher evaluation was used to hold teachers accountable for producing student learning. Although there have been forays into assessing teachers based on their students’ performance, such experiments have remained the exception rather than the norm (Peterson 2004; Stronge and Tucker 2003).
Newly implemented teacher evaluation systems differ from their predecessors in two important ways. First, today’s systems include standards-based observation protocols. In contrast to past systems, current evaluation models are more likely to be based on instructional standards and employ observation rubrics, such as the widely used Framework for Teaching (FFT), developed by Charlotte Danielson (Donaldson and Papay forthcoming). Evaluation systems include observations of teachers’ practice based on the logic that evaluation should provide teachers with information to improve their instructional practice. The goal of these classroom observation measures in new evaluation systems is to more directly link teacher practice to instructional standards. Doing so may then increase student achievement (see, e.g., Danielson 2000; Pianta and Hamre 2005). Second, to tighten the link between evaluation and accountability, student outcomes based on state standardized tests are now included in many teacher evaluation systems (NCTQ 2013; Hallgren et al. 2014). The inclusion of student performance measures in teachers’ evaluations – through value-added measures (VAM) of teacher performance or other test-based measures such as student growth percentiles (SGP) – is based on the logic that teachers should be assessed on the extent to which their actions produce student learning.

Beginning in 2009, Race to the Top (RTTT) required that states (and later districts) weigh student outcomes heavily in teacher evaluation. In response, many states and districts now devote a much larger share of teachers’ evaluation scores to student outcomes than they did a decade ago (NCTQ 2013). Some states have chosen to use value-added measures in teacher evaluation systems. The benefits and drawbacks of value-added measures have elsewhere been discussed at length (see, e.g. Baker et al. 2010; Donaldson and Papay forthcoming; Glazerman et al. 2010). Many states use other measures of student performance for these teachers and some
states have chosen not to include value-added measures in their evaluation systems at all, opting instead for teacher-developed measures of student performance known as student learning objectives (SLO). Policymakers have argued that such measures increase teacher buy-in and may be more motivating for teachers than value-added measures (Locke and Latham 1990).

While single measures of instructional quality may be limited in their ability to identify effective teachers (see, e.g. Garrett and Steinberg forthcoming; McCaffrey, Sass, Lockwood, and Mihaly 2009; Goldhaber and Hansen 2010; Papay 2011), new evidence from the Measures of Effective Teaching (MET) study suggests that composite measures of teacher performance offer promise. Indeed, when used in combination, multiple measures of teacher performance – classroom observation scores, student surveys of teacher practice, and value-added scores based on student achievement data – have been shown to identify effective teachers (Kane, McCaffrey, Miller, and Staiger 2013).

The Process of Evaluation

Under past evaluation systems, the evaluation process was limited in both its influence on teacher practice as well as its utility for personnel decisions. Tenured teachers were rarely observed, and thus evaluation did not generally provide them with feedback that might improve their practice (Peterson 2004; Weisberg et al. 2009). Moreover, the infrequency of evaluations – especially for tenured teachers – interfered with their accountability function.

In newly developed evaluation systems, the frequency of observation has increased relative to prior systems and observers are required to provide structured feedback based on observation rubrics (Hallgren, et al. 2014). The frequency of observation and evaluation may better support the use of evaluation not just for instructional improvement but also for personnel decisions. More frequent observation of teacher practice structured by standards-based
observation rubrics is likely to provide more information about a teacher’s instructional performance than ever before. Evidence suggests that this additional information can help school leaders target professional development, generate improvements in school performance (Steinberg and Sartain forthcoming) and inform retention decisions (Sartain and Steinberg 2014).

The Consequences of Evaluation

In the past, there was little evidence that evaluation produced tangible consequences for teachers or schools (Peterson 2004). Most district and school leaders did not link teacher evaluation and professional development, thus limiting the extent to which teachers’ instruction improved through this mechanism (Stronge and Tucker 2003). Similarly, research suggests that evaluation identified few teachers for termination or non-renewal (Bridges 1992; Jacob 2011; Weisberg et al. 2009). The challenges of using merit pay to compensate teachers are well documented (Johnson 1986; Murnane and Cohen 1986). Evidence on the relationship between pay for performance and student achievement is mixed (see, e.g., Figlio and Kenny 2007; Fryer 2011; Goldhaber and Walch 2012; Springer et al. 2010). Policymakers have attempted to couple new evaluation systems and the ratings they produce to professional development, termination, or merit pay (CGTL 2014: Hallgren et al. 2014). However, we know little about the extent to which states have attached these consequences to evaluation reform.

Recent research suggests that observation systems grounded in standards based evidence of instructional practice and supported by frequent observations can improve teacher practice and student performance (Steinberg and Sartain forthcoming; Taylor and Tyler 2012), while early evidence from settings incorporating multiple measures of teacher performance can lead to improvements in teacher performance while attaching real consequences to teachers’ ratings (Dee and Wyckoff 2013). However, despite the scope and scale of teacher evaluation reform in
the wake of RTTT, there is little systematic evidence regarding the content, process, and consequences of new evaluation systems. To address this gap, we next present evidence from our examination of state and local teacher evaluation reforms.

**Documenting Teacher Evaluation Reforms**

We analyze teacher evaluation policies from the 50 states, largest 25 districts and Washington DC. We chose to analyze new policies from all states that have recently implemented evaluation reform. Policy debates on teacher evaluation have also focused on systems developed in large cities such as Washington DC, New York City, and Chicago (see, e.g., Sawchuk 2013). For this reason, we chose to sample the 25 largest districts (based on student enrollment) and Washington DC, an early and prominent adopter of evaluation reform (see Tables A1 and A2).

Data collection proceeded in an iterative fashion (Creswell 2013). Beginning in December 2013, we reviewed policy scans, major reviews of the research on teacher evaluation in U.S. schools, and recent research on this topic to develop a matrix which incorporated salient aspects of the components, process, and consequences of teacher evaluation likely to be present in state and district policies (Darling-Hammond, Wise and Pease 1983; Donaldson 2009; Donaldson and Papay forthcoming; NCTQ 2013; Peterson 2004; Weisberg et al. 2009; Steinberg and Sartain forthcoming). We then piloted the matrix by gathering key data from teacher evaluation documents pertaining to Connecticut’s state teacher evaluation policy (http://www.connecticutseed.org/) and documents describing New Haven, Connecticut’s teacher evaluation policy (http://www.nhps.net/node/1082). Through this pilot process, we added categories and refined our matrix for broader use. We then used the matrix to gather and analyze data from publicly available documents pertaining to teacher evaluation as source material,
including state statutes, teacher evaluation policy websites, and policy handbooks, which often detailed the new policy for teachers and administrators; at the district level, we also examined school board policies. This process occurred between December 2013 and May 2014, and involved reading and re-reading all data sources, verifying interpretations of data with multiple members of the research team and, where excerpts were vague, confirming interpretations with state or district policymakers.

Findings

We find key differences in the content, processes, and consequences of teacher evaluation between states and the largest districts, between tenured and non-tenured teachers, and between teachers of tested and non-tested subjects and grades. We document these differences below.

Implementation of Teacher Evaluation Systems

There is variation in the timing of state and district-level implementation of new teacher evaluation systems. The largest school districts are implementing teacher evaluation reforms earlier than state-level implementation requirements for all districts. Indeed, by the end of the 2013-14 school year, 77% (20 of 26) of the largest school districts and D.C. will have implemented teacher evaluation reforms, while 48% (24 of 50) of states will have revised their teacher evaluation systems (see Figure 1).

Figure 2 summarizes the distribution of states across three categories capturing whether the state designed a formal evaluation model and the extent of local district flexibility for implementation. Of the 46 newly implemented state evaluation systems, most states (35) designed a formal model evaluation system. Of these 35 states, only 5 states have mandated that
districts implement the state-designed system without local discretion.\(^1\) However, a majority of states (30) that designed model evaluation systems offered some degree of district discretion.\(^2\) Fewer states (11) provided districts with a set of guidelines within which districts could locally design their systems.\(^3\)

*Components of Teachers’ Summative Evaluation Ratings*

Observation scores of a teacher’s classroom practice are the most frequently used measures of teacher performance currently being incorporated into a teacher’s summative evaluation rating (see Figure 3). Of the 46 states and 23 districts implementing new teacher evaluation systems, all incorporate classroom observation as a component of a teacher’s final evaluation rating. In addition, classroom observation scores represent the largest share of a teacher’s summative rating; across states and the largest districts, approximately 50 percent of a teacher’s rating is based on observation scores (see Table 1, Panel A). While observation rubrics, such as the Danielson Framework for Teaching (FFT) instrument, incorporate a professional conduct domain into a teacher’s classroom observation score,\(^4\) 50% of the largest districts (with new evaluation policies) and approximately 20% of states identify a teacher’s professional conduct as a separate measure contributing to a teacher’s summative evaluation rating. For districts using this separate measure of professional conduct, on average, 10% of a teacher’s rating is based on professional conduct.

---

\(^1\) For example, beginning in the 2012-13 school year, all school districts and charter schools in Delaware were mandated to implement the Delaware Performance Appraisal System, while 2013-14 marked the first statewide implementation of Hawaii’s Education Effectiveness System.

\(^2\) For example, Act 82 of the Pennsylvania School Code mandated that 20% of a teacher’s summative evaluation be based on elective data (such as nationally recognized standardized tests, student portfolios or projects) that are locally developed and selected by the school district from a list approved by Pennsylvania Department of Education. For example, the Code of Virginia, which requires that school boards’ procedures for evaluating teachers incorporate student academic progress, allows local school boards to determine how this requirement is satisfied. Moreover, Virginia provides (via its Guidelines for Uniform Performance Standards and Evaluation Criteria for Teachers), a list of recommended – though, importantly, not mandated – components of a teacher’s summative evaluation rating.

\(^3\) The Danielson FFT reserves Domain 4 for “Professional Responsibilities,” of which one component (4f) evaluates teachers based on “Showing Professionalism.”
summative rating is based on professional conduct; for states, the average weight given to this measure is 15%.

Consistent with the nationwide emphasis on incorporating student test score data into a teacher’s summative evaluation score, 80% of both states and largest districts use one or more measures of teacher performance based on student test score data. Notably, the largest districts appear to prefer value-added measures (VAM) of teacher performance while states are more likely to use student growth percentiles (SGP). Indeed, for those states and districts having implemented evaluation reforms, approximately 60% (14) of the largest districts and only 30% of states use VAM, while 35% (8) of the largest districts and 60% (27) of states employ SGP. States and the largest districts vary not just in their preferences for VAM or SGP but also in the weights they assign to each measure. For the states and districts utilizing VAM, approximately one-third of a teacher’s summative rating, on average, is based on VAM. For states and districts using SGP, approximately 20% of a teacher’s summative rating depends on this measure.

The use of student learning objectives (SLOs) reflects, in many states, the provision of local discretion in determining the component measures of a teacher’s summative evaluation score. For the 52% (24) of states and 39% (9) of largest districts using SLOs, 20% of a teacher’s summative rating, on average, depends on these locally developed measures. Nine states (and one district) use SLOs as their only method of estimating student growth.

The component weightings just described pertain to teachers who teach in tested grades and subjects (for example, math and reading teachers in grades 3-8 and 11) where students take a state-mandated, end-of-year exam. However, upwards of 70 percent of teachers nationwide teach in non-tested grades or subjects (Watson et al. 2009), and, in principle, will not have student test

---

5 Of the 46 states with newly implemented evaluation systems, 9 use VAM only, 22 use SGP only, and 5 use both VAM and SGP to estimate student achievement growth in teachers’ evaluations. Of the 23 districts, 12 use VAM only, 6 use SGP only, and 2 use both VAM and SGP.
score data in which to generate a VAM or SGP. Does the composition of a teacher’s summative evaluation score differ for those teaching in tested versus non-tested grades/subjects?

We find similar patterns in how states and districts assign component weights for teachers of tested and non-tested grades and subjects. In both cases – state and district comparisons of teachers in tested and non-tested grades and subjects – a larger share of a non-tested teacher’s summative evaluation rating depends on SLOs and a schoolwide achievement measure than for teachers in tested grades/subjects. At the state level, while 20% and 10%, on average, of tested teachers’ summative evaluation ratings depend on SLOs and schoolwide achievement, respectively, these weights increase to 32% and 17% for non-tested teachers (see Table 1, Panel B). For the largest districts, 20% and 11%, on average, of tested teachers’ summative evaluation ratings depend on SLOs and schoolwide achievement, respectively, and these weights increase to 25% and 26% for non-tested teachers (see Table 1, Panel C). And, while states weigh the classroom observation score similarly for tested and non-tested teachers (approximately 50%), the largest districts give greater weight (on average, 58%) to the classroom observation score for non-tested teachers compared to their tested counterparts (with, on average, 53% of their summative rating based on classroom observation scores).

---

6 We do find that some states and largest districts require VAM or SGP for teachers in non-tested grades/subjects, and employ either locally-developed or nationally normed exams of student achievement to generate VAM or SGP. Please see Table 1 for more detail on which states and districts employ these measures for non-tested teachers.

7 First, we looked at the component weights for teachers in tested and non-tested grades/subjects across the 46 states. We note here that there are 14 states that do not specify whether (and how) the component weights differ for teachers in tested versus non-tested grades/subjects. In particular, these states either do not provide any detail on how the component weighting should change, leave the decision up to the local district, or have not yet made a final determination regarding the state’s approach to measuring performance for teachers in non-tested grades/subjects. We then compared tested and non-tested teachers across 17 (of 23) districts that distinguished the component measures of a teacher’s summative evaluation rating for these two groups of teachers.

8 In Pennsylvania, for example, the schoolwide achievement measure includes factors such as indicators of academic achievement (such as the percent proficient or advanced on state exams), indicators of closing the achievement gap (for all students and by subgroups, such as race and socioeconomic status), academic growth based on the state’s value-added measure (PVAAS, or Pennsylvania Value Added Assessment System), other academic indicators such as graduation rates, promotion rates, attendance, Advanced Placement (AP) or International Baccalaureate (IB), PSAT participation, as well as credit for advanced achievement (on state exams).
Observation and Evaluation Process

All states and districts with newly implemented teacher evaluation systems employ classroom observations of a teacher’s instructional practice as a component of the summative evaluation rating (see Figure 3). To what extent do these observations vary by type (e.g. formal versus informal) and by a teacher’s career status (e.g. beginning versus career teachers\(^9\)). We summarize these results in Table 2.

States with new evaluation systems require, on average, two formal observations for both career and beginning teachers; states also require, on average, two informal observations for both career and beginning teachers.\(^{10}\) Comparing the largest districts to the national landscape of evaluation reform, we find that the largest districts require about the same number of formal observations (2) for career teachers, but approximately 25% more formal observations for beginning teachers. Moreover, the largest districts require nearly 1 more informal observation for both career and beginning teachers than the states require. Therefore, on average, the largest districts require a total of 4.5 observations (informal and formal) for career teachers, and 5.5 observations for beginning teachers, while states require, on average, approximately 4 total observations for both career and beginning teachers.

Emerging evidence suggests that ongoing, pre- and post-observation conferences between observers and teachers are critical components of the evaluation process, providing opportunities for the type of formative and ongoing feedback that is necessary for improving instruction and student achievement (Taylor and Tyler 2012; Steinberg and Sartain forthcoming). We next examined the extent to which states and the largest districts require teacher-observer conferences

\(^9\) Beginning teachers are early career teachers in their first three years of teaching and Career teachers are those in at least their fourth year of teaching.

\(^{10}\) In most cases, a formal observation lasts at least 30 minutes, and observers gather and record evidence of a teacher’s instructional practice guided by an observation rubric. Informal observations can range from 15 minute drop-ins to short walkthroughs, and data collection is often not required.
to better understand the evaluation process embedded in new evaluation systems. Table 3 summarizes these results.

Within states and the largest school districts, we find that there is a consistent distribution of conferences, by type (mid-year, summative, pre-observation, post-observation), across beginning and career teachers. Indeed, the evaluation and observation process within locale (e.g. nationally across states or across large urban districts) and across teachers looks almost identical. Across locales, however, there are some notable differences. Although states and the largest districts required summative conferences at very similar rates (54% of states and 57% of the largest districts), a larger share of districts (70%) requires teacher-observer post-observation conferences than do states (54%).

*Evaluation System Consequences*

A major criticism of traditional evaluation systems is that few formal consequences resulted from teachers’ summative evaluation ratings. To better understand the extent to which states and districts are embedding consequences into their new evaluation systems and linking them to a teacher’s summative evaluation score, we consider the following: (a) professional development opportunities; (b) merit based pay awards; (c) employment termination; and (d) revocation of tenure. Table 4 summarizes these findings.

Our findings suggest that policymakers take a developmental stance towards evaluation. Most state (83%) and district (74%) policies link professional development to a teacher’s summative evaluation rating. This applies to all teachers, but the requirements for under-performing teachers are particularly explicit. These professional development opportunities are often structured using a professional development plan, crafted by the teacher and his/her observer (usually the school’s principal) that delineates targeted goals for the teacher.
Professional development is often a consequence of underperformance and low summative ratings, while some states require professional development for teachers who underperform on individual components of the evaluation process. A much smaller share of states (20%) and districts (21%) provide merit based rewards for a teacher’s summative evaluation rating. The fact that states and districts are emphasizing professional development over merit-based pay rewards is particularly notable in light of the evidence on formative assessment and the benefit of targeted, professional development opportunities compared to the effect of merit-based pay on student achievement.

Discussion

Our findings reveal the ways in which states and districts have emphasized particular features of teacher evaluation. First, we find that classroom observation is a major component in district and state evaluation systems, but constitutes a smaller share of teachers’ overall ratings than in past evaluation systems (Peterson 2004). Second, consistent with recent policy mandates, we find that almost all states and districts that revised their evaluation system include some measure of student performance in teachers’ summative evaluations.

Moreover, our findings suggest that there are important differences between the evaluation systems of the largest districts in the United States and those in place in smaller districts throughout the country. First, large districts tended to implement evaluation reform earlier—in some cases considerably so—than states. Second, the process of evaluation in large districts differs substantially from that of states. Districts require more informal and formal observations than do states. They also emphasize post-observation conferences more than states.

11 In Delaware, an early RTTT grantee, an Improvement Plan is required for teachers who receive one of two (of four) lowest summative evaluation ratings (e.g. ‘Ineffective’ or ‘Needs Improvement’) and who underperform on one of the components (e.g. classroom observation, VAM) of their summative evaluation, irrespective of their overall summative evaluation rating. In addition, Delaware’s plan encourages evaluators to develop an improvement plan for teachers whose performance is unsatisfactory during an individual classroom observation.
do. These demands on administrators may be particularly challenging in urban districts, which may have fewer resources than their counterparts in non-urban settings.

We find striking differences in how teachers of tested and non-tested grades/subjects are evaluated. Specifically, school average performance and student learning objectives constitute a greater proportion of non-tested teachers’ ratings than they do for tested teachers’ ratings. In light of the fact that schoolwide achievement measures constitute a much larger proportion of non-tested teachers’ ratings than those of tested teachers, non-tested teachers are being assessed on a measure of effectiveness that has little (if anything) to do with their own individual performance. Depending on how schoolwide measures are calculated, this may be particularly problematic for highly effective non-tested teachers, whose performance ratings may reflect much poorer quality instruction than their own. Further, more disadvantaged, lower-performing schools may find it more difficult to retain higher-performing teachers in these settings, given the potential adverse effect on the ratings of high-performing teachers. Finally, since there is no within-school variation on a schoolwide achievement measure, it provides no additional information about teacher performance for teachers without student test score data. Therefore, other components – such as the observation score – will represent a larger effective share of non-tested teachers’ summative evaluation ratings than for teachers in tested grades/subjects.

These findings raise a number of important questions about the design of new evaluation systems. First, policymakers might give additional consideration to the relationship between measurement and motivation (Firestone 2014). For example, what are the implications of increasing the weight given to schoolwide measures of student performance for non-tested teachers? A schoolwide measure of student performance may be relatively simple to generate, but may have little influence—or even a negative impact—on teachers’ motivation.
Policymakers might also give additional thought to the practical implications of these new systems. Time is one of the most consistently cited obstacles to high quality evaluation (Donaldson et al. 2014; Kimball 2002; Krajewski 1978; Peterson 2000; Tucker 1997). New systems, particularly those in large districts, place considerable demands on evaluators to carry out the tasks involved with evaluation. Do districts have the human capital to implement the systems as intended, let alone to leverage these systems to drive instructional improvement?

Our findings also suggest areas for further research. First, our finding that the components of teacher evaluation and their weights vary suggests that research should investigate the implications of these decisions. How do measures of teacher performance based on student achievement – such as VAM, SGP and SLO – differentially influence a teacher’s summative evaluation rating? How do their psychometric properties compare? How do they perform as sources of formative instructional feedback? How do school leaders use them in their work to support and motivate teachers to improve? How do teachers of tested and untested subjects view the fairness of the ratings formula, particularly given the disproportionate emphasis on schoolwide achievement for teachers in non-tested grades/subjects? Second, our research underscores key differences in the evaluation process specified by newly implemented evaluation systems. Little research investigates the efficacy of these processes. Is it more efficacious to prioritize ongoing observation debriefs (such as post-observation teacher-observer conferences), as the large districts do, or the summative conference, as the states emphasize? What number of observations is most effective? Should the number differ for tenured and non-tenured teachers? There has been little research on these questions. Third, studies on the consequences of new teacher evaluation systems are warranted. How often do these new systems lead to a teacher’s dismissal or revocation of tenure? How often do these systems institute
structures that support struggling teachers and thus avoid a dismissal or tenure revocation? How is professional development best structured to meet individual teachers’ needs while supporting schoolwide and districtwide improvement? Lastly, our study reveals key differences between the policies of the largest districts in the U.S. and the states. Research on new teacher evaluation systems has tended to focus on a small number of large districts (i.e. Dee and Wyckoff 2013; Steinberg and Sartain forthcoming; Taylor and Tyler 2012); our research suggests that studies in more typical districts are important.

Conclusion

In this policy brief, we present one of the first systematic policy analyses of newly developed and implemented teacher evaluation systems. We examine the components, processes, and consequences of teacher evaluation enshrined in the policies of all states, the largest 25 school districts, and Washington D.C. In so doing, we highlight how states and the largest districts in the country have built different assumptions into their evaluation systems, emphasizing different features of an evaluation system aimed at generating the greatest returns in terms of teacher performance and student achievement. This work provides a foundation for policymakers and practitioners to assess various systems and for researchers to develop important lines of inquiry to inform the nascent and ongoing implementation of teacher evaluation reform.
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**Figure 1. Implementation Timing of Teacher Evaluation Reforms**

Notes. The year reflects the first year of scheduled statewide or districtwide implementation of teacher evaluation reform. There are 46 states and 23 districts included. AL, CA, IA and TX are excluded from the state time trend; Cypress-Fairbanks (TX), Montgomery County (MD) and San Diego Unified (CA) are excluded from the largest districts trend.
Figure 2. State Policy Design and Local District Discretion

Notes. There are 46 states included in the figure. The following states have designed new teacher evaluation systems which local school districts are mandated to implement without local discretion: DE, GA, HI, MS and WV. The following states have designed teacher evaluation systems but districts have some local discretion in the choice of evaluation components, processes and/or consequences: AZ, AR, CO, IN, KS, KY, LA, MD, MA, MI, MN, MO, MT, NV, NH, NJ, NM, NY, NC, OH, OK, PA, RI, SC, SD, TN, UT, WA, WI and WY. The following states have provided guidelines for evaluating teachers but districts have discretion in determining the design of teacher evaluation reforms: AK, CT, FL, ID, IL, ME, NE, ND, OR, VT and VA.
Figure 3. Frequency of Components of Teacher Evaluation Systems

Notes. For states, the proportion using an evaluation component is out of 46; for the largest districts, the proportion using an evaluation component is out of 23 (including DC). Please see Table 1 for more detail on the weights associated with each measure.